ENGLISH LEVEL **9**

EMBEDDED QUESTIONS

A. Convert the following questions into embedded questions (questions)

1. What time is your class?

2. When did you arrive to this country?

3. How often have you been in that place?

4. Why are you writing this letter?

5. Where can I put my coat?

B. By pair talk about the importance of being informed through mass media. Use embedded questions.

c. Interview your partner and make a conversation. Topic: Strengths and weaknesses as informatic engineers.
D. Use the following information to convert it into embedded questions. (Sentences)

1. Have you been listening to my conversations?
2. Why should you isolate in quarantine?
3. When did our parents buy the sofa and the TV?
4. Would you mind typing the project?
5. Have you ever kept an important secret?

E. Interview a partner about his/her laboral future and plans for working abroad.

F. Role-play people seeking a job in Microsoft, Google or Cisco. Use embedded questions, reported speech, passive voice, linking words, verb patterns, conditionals.